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Equipment Showcase 2011
WALLENSTEIN CR60 WOOD CHIPPER — The Wallenstein CR60 commercial
wood chipper features new innovations in auto feed controls, improving productivity
through its new IntelliFeed electronic feed control system with Rapid Recovery. 
Traditional auto feeders only have two settings, on and off. The CR60's IntelliFeed
continuously monitors the rotor's rpm, slowing the rollers' speed as needed.
IntelliFeed continues the chipping at a volume that best matches its rpm. If the
CR60's rpm reaches its minimum setting, Wallenstein's Rapid Recovery technology
takes over, automatically reversing the log away from the rotor. Rapid Recovery

eliminates friction against the rotor, allowing the rotor to
increase rpm’s faster. The Wallenstein CR60's chipping
capacity is 7"h x 11"w, slab-style opening with standard
dual feed rollers. The CR60 uses a 38Hp Kohler engine
and is ideal for tree service contractors, landscapers, golf

courses and rental fleets.
Contact EMB Mfg about

the Wallenstein
CR60 commercial
wood chipper. 1-
877-695-9283,

www.embmfg.com.
See our ad on page
16. Reader No. 900

FOLEY ACCU-PRO
SPIN/RELIEF GRINDER
— The Accu-Pro
Spin/Relief Grinder
combines “Alignment” with
“Auto-Indexing” features
with “Spin Grind Only”
capability, which takes the
grinding task to new levels.
You have time to do the
manufacturer’s
recommended grind job
on one day, but may be
limited to only a touch-up
spin grind on another day.
That’s why one
dimensional spin only
equipment owners are converting to the patented “hands-free” relief systems of
Foley United. The ease and ability to spin and relief grind with one setup provides a
better grind than other methods, more precise cut, and less demands on time and
effort. See our ad on page 39.
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KUBOTA’S 3.3-LITRE,
TURBO-CHARGED
ENGINE has the power
you need to get the job
done right! With the
totally new concept in
engine design,
developed for a wide
range of industrial
applications, this is the
engine for you! Reduced
vibrations and radiated
sound make for lower
noise levels. Side PTO
options allow for up to 3
PTOs on this one engine.
Complying with EPA
Interim Tier 4 and EU Stage IIIA requirements, this engine is good through 2012 for
North America and Europe. It is 74.3 hp at 2,600 rpm. Gear train on the flywheel
end of the engine, exhaust gas recirculation for emissions and occupying less than
the size of our 2.4-litre engines. Kubota has the power you need. See our ads on
pages 13, 45, 53 & Inside Back Cover. Reader Action Number 902
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NEARY 555SRI — The 555SRI is a unique and powerful grinder that combines all
of the latest technology and capability with the ultimate in “Ease of Use” features
available. Not only can it be run like any other single dimension grinder for very fast

touch-up spin grinding
tasks, but it also has the
capability to properly
gauge the reel to remove
coning, and add a relief
grind fully automatically in
the same set-up.
Innovative engineering
combined with feedback
from technicians around
the world have made this
machine a reality. The
combinations of all these
features, with a very
competitive price, make
this machine one that

cannot be overlooked. See our ad on page 43.
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ECHO SRM-225 STRAIGHT SHAFT TRIMMER—ECHO is pleased to announce
the new SRM-225 commercial series straight shaft trimmer. Considered to be the
lightest in its class, this new model will soon become the cornerstone of products for
ECHO. Building upon the success of the
current “Z” engine, this ergonomically
designed model has been enhanced with
several additional features. The new SRM-
225 is equipped with the fuel-efficient Power
Boost Vortex™ design with a 21.2cc
displacement engine and is equipped with an
i-30™ starter for easy, reliable starts. Wires
have been concealed for enhanced
durability, and a tool-less air filter ensures
easy maintenance. A rubber over molded
right grip has been added for maximum
comfort. Standard on the SRM-225 is the “U”
turn head for increased efficiency when
refilling line. Other new “225” versions
available include the SRM-225U, and the
SRM-225SB (Split Boom).— See our ad
on page 9.
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FOLEY ACCU-PRO
SPIN/RELIEF GRINDER —
The Accu-Pro Spin/Relief
Grinder combines
“Alignment” with “Auto-
Indexing” features with “Spin
Grind Only” capability, which
takes the grinding task to
new levels. You have time to
do the manufacturer’s
recommended grind job on
one day, but may be limited
to only a touch-up spin grind
on another day. That’s why
one dimensional spin only
equipment owners are
converting to the patented
“hands-free” relief systems of Foley United. The ease and ability to spin and relief
grind with one setup provides a better grind than other methods, more precise cut,
and less demands on time and effort. See our ad on page 23.
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JOHN DEERE 210LJ LANDSCAPE LOADER HAS NEW CAB OPTION — The
John Deere 210LJ Landscape Loader has been redesigned from the ground up,
including a cab option that makes it even more versatile and productive in colder
climates. The 210LJ is a purpose-built landscape loader—not a modified backhoe.
Deere listened to operators in the north and designed an all-weather cab. In addition
to the new cab option, the 210LJ features a turbocharged, Tier 3-certified John
Deere PowerTech™ E 4045HT engine, with increased horsepower (84 hp on the
210LJ vs. 80 hp on the previous unit), new 3-point hitch controls and a PTO option.
The redesigned John Deere 210LJ also sits a full 12 inches lower than key
competitor machines, enabling it to grade under eaves of existing structures. See
our ad on Outside Back Cover. Reader Action Number 923

ECHO BRD 280 — ECHO is pleased to introduce this innovative and revolutionary
model to our landscaper line-up, the ECHO BRD-280. Itʼs an industry first! Nothing
compares to the BRD-280 when it comes to refreshing existing beds and giving
them a new look at the start of every season. It is time to keep the spade shovel in
the truck or garage and reach for the new BRD-280! Once you experience the
usefulness of this tool, youʼll agree that no landscaper should be without one! The
BRD-280 features the powerful 280 series, 28.2cc engine. The unit has
similar characteristics as a wheeled edger, but the primary difference
is in the lower end, the gearbox and cutter. The gearbox is 90
degrees with a flex drive straight shaft. The cutting claw is
manufactured from high-grade steel with specially designed
carbide tips on each cutter for improved durability and
performance. The claw has a unique geometric shape and
when cutting, it creates a crisp beveled cut. The cutting
claw also has a unique scraper fin that reduces
clogging. The oversized shield directs debris
inside the bed. It is also important
to note, that the blade is a
replaceable accessory.
— See our ad on page 9.
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HUSQVARNA 335 LS— The 335 LS is a proven professional trimmer that is
engineered for the landscape contractor looking for the added power of a 35cc
engine and the durability of a larger drive shaft. Top class performance is provided
through Husqvarnaʼs exclusive X-TORQ® engine technology delivering outstanding
torque while reducing fuel consumption by up to 20 per cent and engine emissions
by as much as 60 per cent. The 335 LS is a durable and dependable trimmer that
keeps running without losing productivity. An enhanced ergonomic design offers
optimal manoeuverability while minimizing user fatigue. The 335 LS trimmer can
withstand the tough treatment. Intelligent features include Smart Start, easy starting
with air purge; Auto return stop switch; Easy load T35 bump trimmer head;
Capability to accommodate cutting blades. Suggested retail $599.90. See our ad on
page 27. Reader Action Number 922
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